June 2011
Newsletter

Next Meeting Tuesday June 7th at 6 PM
Our Fabulous Show Recap
plus a BIG bowl of cold ICE CREAM, and you can have seconds!
_____________________________________________________________________
SOUND THE TRUMPETS !!!!

Bob’s Delight

BREAK OUT THE CHAMPAGNE !!!!!!
The Mike Bernard Acadiana Chapter has gone above and beyond the call of duty in promoting
and conducting our 2011 show. A huge "Congratulations" to all of you for the hard work and
positive spirit that you all put into this effort. IT HAS PAID OFF! I cannot begin to thank all
of you. We had wonderful articles in our local newspapers...The Lafayette Daily Advertiser,
The Abbeville Meridional, Bonne Nouvelle, the Scott newspaper and the Acadiana Gazette.
All of you who came to help set up on Saturday, thank you for that monumental effort. The
effect was pleasing to the eye and the orderly plant arrangement in the gym, I suspect, affected
the smooth sailing of the grocery carts through the ailes where more purchases were made than
originally intended! You actually made the backbreaking work fun. (What a group!) On
show day, all of you performed splendidly; running a really smooth show from the greeting
and helping to bloom running, tallying score sheets, and checking out customers. And of
course we cannot forget our terrific kitchen staff, Debbie and Lynn, who handled the gourmet
meal brought by some of our members. To all of you who started on Saturday and stayed with
us through Sunday, my personal thanks and the grateful thanks of both of our officers, vicepresident Rick and secretary/treasurer Buddy. You are all troopers and we are blessed to have
all of you as club members.
Did I mention that our show was a success? You bet it was. We had 366 bloom entries, the
most of any Texas or Louisiana show up to that time and we had 17 amateur exhibitors; the
most of any Texas or Louisiana show. As to how we did monetarily............I won't spoil the
fun for Buddy who is eager to give all of you an account of the results. Suffice it to say that
we did well.
I am extremely pleased with the exhibitors within this club. You really came through this
year. Let me present to you the winners at our show and beyond:
MIKE BERNARD ACADIANA SHOW
Best Of Show single
BOS
double
BOS
mini

Dupont/Gerlich
Buddy Short
Sandra Theall

"Night Runner"
"Time for Magic"
"Chickadee"

Best amateur
single
Best amateur
double
Best collector
single
Best commercial single
Best commercial double

Theresa/Mark Gore
Ann Peltier
Carolyn Cormier Stoute
Dupont/Gerlich
Dupont/Gerlich

"Heartbeat"
"Mango Moon"
"Evening Glo"
"Golden Halo"
"Sandra's Delight"

Regular seedling double
Mini seedling
double

Dupont/Gerlich
Sandra Theall

"not yet named"
"not yet named”

Ione Burden

Night Runner

Cajun Sunrise

Our New Banners

Amateur sweepstakes
Commercial sweepstakes

Ann Peltier
Dupont/Gerlich

"Snow on the Mountain"
"Blue Jean Baby"

Let me further point out to you that Ann Peltier had won a place at the head table in the previous Red Stick Baton Rouge Show
and let me further point out that Theresa and Mark Gore went on to win big at the Space City Show in Texas on May 21st. They
picked up head table ribbons for:
BOS single
Best collector double
Collector sweepstakes

Theresa/Mark Gore
Theresa/Mark Gore
Theresa/Mark Gore

"Love Song"
"Bayou Rose"
"Green Elf"

Now we come to the New Orleans Show this past Sunday where our members again made a showing at the head table. We are
the youngest of the three Louisiana clubs but our amateurs and new collectors are making names for themselves in the hibiscus
world. Here are our winners for that show.
BOS single
BOS double
BOS mini
BOS seedling single

Sandra Theall
Sandra Theall
Sandra Theall
Dupont/Gerlich

"Byron Metts"
"Cajun Serenity"
"Double Agent"
"Starry Night"

Best collector double
Best Open Collector double
Best seedling single
Best commercial single
Best commercial double

Theresa/Mark Gore
Buddy Short
Sandra Theall
Dupont/Gerlich
Dupont/Gerlich

"Going Steady"
”Pink Cheeks"
" not yet named"
"Top Knot"
" Night Fire"

Amateur sweepstakes
Collector sweepstakes
Open Collector sweepstakes
Commercial sweepstakes

Lata Johnson
Sandra Theall
Buddy Short
Dupont/Gerlich

" Black Jack"
"Devil's Eye"
"Black Dragon"
"Bon Jour X Beau Vie"

This has been an excellent show season for our club with more people participating in the competition than ever before. My
hope is that our club members will have an even larger number of head table ribbon winners in 2012.
Speaking of winning, I would like to take a little time to tell you about WINNING at a show. Never be discouraged if you don't
win "this time" because all of us have an equal chance at winning sometime at every level. Your chances of winning are really
based on the following factors. Sometime these factors all fall in line like getting all cherries lined up at the casino slot machine
and sometime you get a cherry and a grape and a lemon. In my experience, these are the factors that affect your chances of winning a ribbon.
1. Weather too cold, too hot, too wet, too dry, too windy....or just right
2. Disease spider mites, aphids, white fly, scale, mealy bug, die back ...or vigilant care
3. Personal care - too much water or fertilizer, too little water or fertilizer...or daily checks
4. Transportation - car too hot, car too cold, blooms topple in trunk, blooms rub against one another....or pack carefully.
5. Set up - finger nail tear of petals,leaf layering conformity, blooms not fully open, blooms forced to open .....or careful examination of bloom before entry
6. Judges - judging is subjective in spite of the point system. Most of these positive factors need to be lined up to win. It isn't
easy but it surely is fun !
We made our first presentation to a Fallen Hero family, Mrs. Neil Graham earlier this month. (Pictures on our website at acadianahibiscus.com.) We have another presentation on June 11th to the Mathews family and on August 13th (the birthday of our
hero, Patrick Williamson) we will make our next presentation. Mrs. Evette Burridge, the mother of another of our heroes, David
Paul Burridge, has signed up as a new member of our club. I know that you will all give her a warm welcome.
I would like to mention that we have a hero of our own as well. Beverly and Rich Hayes's son Eric, has received a citation by
the military called "being coined" while he is in Afghanistan serving his fifth tour of duty for all of us. The term "coining" is the
giving of an actual coin to a soldier for going above and beyond the call of duty in exemplary service and morale boosting. This
is a rare and huge honor for Eric and his family. We congratulate you Beverly and Rich for the most honorable job that Eric is
doing for all of us and our club sends a thank you to Eric for protecting us and keeping our country strong and free. Our wish is
that you stay safe.

ATTENTION:
Dues should have been paid by June 1st. If you have not paid and wish to continue as a member, please get your late dues in to
Buddy as soon as possible. Show season runs from January 1st to December 31st. (Will talk about this at the meeting.)
Slight change in our agenda. We will have our ice cream social at the June meeting rather than the original July meeting.
Doug, Inez, and Bera, please treat us with your refreshments for our September meeting.
On July 31st we will have our wonderful annual bar-b-que at Buddy's house. (Details at the meeting.) Our regular August
meeting is scheduled for the 2nd of August. Since the bar-b-que and the meeting are scheduled so close to one another, we will
NOT meet on August 2nd. The bar-b-que will serve as our August meeting. We will gather again at the Ira Center at 6:00 on
September 6th.
Finally, just for fun....each and every one of you who attend the June meeting, bring one of a kind blooms (a single, a double, a
mini) to the meeting. Bring only one of each kind. We will have a competition where everyone present will enter a bloom in
each category and everyone present will be a judge. a prize awaits the winners of BOS single, double, and mini. (Buddy and I
will not enter blooms!!!)
Look forward to seeing all of you on June 7th.……... Sandra

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Quote of the month ……….
“The right angle to approach a difficult problem is the “try-angle.”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Dues for 2011-2012 ……….
Dues are now overdue so if you are intending on continuing your membership please get your 2011-12 dues to me immediately. I will be sending in the current roster and renewal dues around June 15th.

Full members - $35, Associates - $10
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Chapter website ……. www.acadianahibiscus.com
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

New Member Barbeque…….
Mark it down…… Sunday July 31st at 12 noon……. our annual new member barbeque at our home……..information
will be coming out later but mark down that important date as we eat too much and welcome in our new members…………
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

For Your Pleasure…….
Rick Landers has harvested some seeds from his plants and is looking for members that would like to try planting a
few. Seeds available for as follows………..
Black Jack x Light My Fire
Light My Fire x Saffron Moon
Storm Front x Cajun Blue Star
Pride of Acadiana x Black Jack
Cajun Blue Star x Light My Fire
Light My Fire x Cajun Blue Star
Black Jack x Cajun Blue Star
Remember the quote of the month……..”try-angle” Give it a try. It’s fun stuff
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Blooms and Things ……. June 2011
Everyone’s plants are struggling in this heat so the following article from Hidden valley Hibiscus in california should
help you as we all do our best to protect our babies through the dead of summer………….keep’em cool

Summer Checklist
OK, most of us have new hibiscus plants, or are expecting new plants, and summer is almost upon us. What should we be thinking about or doing to grow the best darned hibiscus with the biggest and most colorful flowers possible?

Pots or in the Ground?
Growing hibiscus in pots offers several advantages. Being able to move them around is the main advantage, but there are others,
such as control over the soil the hibiscus is growing in. Growing in the ground is best for hibiscus and most plants, but the soil
needs to be good for them and the weather year-round mild enough for survival of tropical hibiscus. If you have good soil, mild
weather and don't see any advantage to moving your plants around, then by all means plant them in the ground. But, keep in
mind that it is risky to plant baby hibiscus that arrive in 4 inch pots directly into the ground. It is safer to transplant them into 1-2
gallon (4-7 liter) pots and then transplant them into the ground later after they are larger and the root system better developed.

What Kind of Pots?
Hibiscus can be grown successfully in small pots but usually do a lot better in pots that measure at least 8" (20 cm) across and
are called "2 gallon" (7-8 liters) or larger. Avoid transplanting into huge pots that are much larger than the pot the hibiscus arrives in. Save that for the second or third year that you have the plant. Stick with pots in the 8-12" (20-30 cm) size range the first
year. Many types of pots are suitable for hibiscus. The main criteria is that they have sufficient drainage holes to allow excess
water to drain out. Ceramic pots dry out more quickly than plastic pots, but also stay cooler in hot summer sun. Some people like
to grow their hibiscus in plastic pots that are set into larger ceramic pots, so they get both good water retention and good cooling
of the root zone in summer.
Another option is to dig a hole in the ground large enough to drop the entire pot into. This keeps the pot cool and prevents summer winds from blowing the hibiscus over. It can also look nice and natural if you place mulch over the pot so that it gives the
appearance of being planted. Then, in winter the entire pot is removed from the hole and placed in a warm and protected location
for the winter.

What Kind of Soil?
Potting mix is very important for successful growing of hibiscus. HVH offers the same potting mix we grow our own hibiscus
in, but you can also buy high quality potting mix from a local garden center. Ask for the best mix they have that drains well. It is
a nice bonus if the mix contains organic ingredients such as worm castings.
If you are planting in the ground, it is best to amend soil using a planting mix that is recommended by a nursery professional.
This will vary depending on where you live, and it is best to consult a local expert before amending your garden soil. Potting mix
is usually not the best choice for amending garden soil.

How Much Sun?
Hibiscus love sun and warmth; however, there is a relationship between sun, temperature, and dryness. If all three are high, hibiscus are likely to struggle. In such conditions, try to lower one or more of these factors. For example, if you live where the temperatures are commonly very hot, say over 95°F (35°C), then hibiscus will do better if you can lower the sunlight by growing
them in partial shade. If you cannot change either the temperature or the sunlight, then provide more moisture to help the plants
compensate. The ideal is high light, moderate temperatures, and ample humidity, so do what you can to give your hibiscus these
conditions within what is possible for your area. We have found in coastal Southern California that full sun and lots of water
works well with the moderate temperatures we have most of the time. On extra hot days we recommend watering more often to
prevent the plants from becoming stressed.

What About Fertilizer?
Providing ideal nutrients is one of the most important things you can do for your new hibiscus. It is one factor that you have a lot
of control over. We have found time and again that hibiscus grow better and flower more when they are well fed. There are not
very many good fertilizers for hibiscus. We use and recommend the HVH Special Blend Fertilizer. It contains all the major and
minor nutrients that hibiscus need, and in the ideal ratio for getting the best balance of growth and blooming from your hibiscus.
In areas where the water or soil pH is higher or more alkaline than neutral, we recommend the HVH Acid fertilizer that provides an excellent balance of nutrients in a formula that is mildly acidic to help lower the pH. Both of these fertilizers are intended to be mixed with water before drenching the root zone of the hibiscus with the solution. Typically a 2-gallon watering can
is used to mix the water and fertilizer and then it is poured directly from the can into the pots or over the roots of in-ground hibis-

cus. If you find that you are not able to take the time to apply fertilizer by hand mixing, the other good solution is to use the HVH
Timed-Release Fertilizer. This is made of round pellets that slowly release the nutrients into the pot or ground over several
months. They release faster in warmer weather and slower in cooler weather, but are good for about 6 months. This fertilizer is a
complete one containing all needed ingredients ,but the ratio is not quite as good as the HVH Special Blend. It is, however, quite
good and much better than no fertilizer at all. Some people like to use both. The Timed-Release serves as a solid base and the
Special Blend is applies as often as they can get to it to provide that extra boost from time to time. Using the Timed-Release fertilizer is very easy - either mix the pellets into the potting mix before transplanting or sprinkle them over the surface of the soil if
applied at a later date.

How Much Water?
Watering is the other variable that we have a lot of control over. It is also very important for getting the best performance from
hibiscus. It is both art and science. That mostly means that you learn from experience and have to be sensitive to changes in conditions that require you to make changes in how often you water. This happens mostly in spring and fall - in summer most locations call for watering every day. Smaller pots and bigger plants require watering more often. A big plant in a relatively small pot
will need water twice a day. Don't have the time? That's OK, there are several solutions. The best is to install a drip system and
a timer to run it. This takes a little effort or expense to set up but it pays off with years of carefree watering that the hibiscus
really thrive on.
If you are not up to a drip system at the moment, another ways to lessen the amount of time spent watering is to use larger pots
so that there is more water available to the plant, or to plant the hibiscus in special "self watering" pots that contain a reservoir
that you refill with water once or twice a week. Whether the hibiscus are in the ground or in pots, make sure that the entire root
zone is thoroughly watered each time you water. The best technique is to water several plants while standing in one location and
then watering the same plants again and perhaps even a third time before moving on to other plants. It is rarely possible to provide enough water with one pass of the hose. Check it yourself - tip the plant out of the pot after watering and look for the water
mark on the rootball. Too often only the top inch or two of the rootball has been watered, and the rest is very dry.

What About Pests?
Pests can be a problem with hibiscus. A garden with a lot of different plants around will usually host plenty of predatory insects
that will keep the pests off of hibiscus. However, sometimes the pests get the upper hand and you need to step in to help the hibiscus deal with them. Arrival of new hibiscus from a nursery is a prime danger point for infecting your plants with insect pests.
Nurseries are often hotbeds for pests and only the best nurseries take sufficient care so that the plants they ship are free of insects. Keep a careful eye on your hibiscus for 2-3 weeks after adding new hibiscus to your collection. Even better, spray the newcomers pro-actively, assuming they are carrying pests. We do our very best at HVH to make sure we never ship pests to you, and
feel that our plants are among the cleanest in the industry, but we still advise you to be careful with all new additions. Particularly watch out for plants that come from Florida because as nice as the state is, the tropical environment is host to many pests
that do not naturally live in the rest of the USA. Some of these are quite difficult to control, so it's a case of buyer beware.
So, assuming that pests will occasionally be a problem, what are the best products for controlling them? Fortunately, there is one
pesticide, Safari, that will control many of the sap-sucking insect pests. It is easy to apply since you just spread it on the soil
over the roots and then water it in. It is a fairly long-lasting systemic so one application will last 3-4 months. You can find it at
some garden centers and we offer it from the HVH website. It will take care of aphids, whiteflies, many mealybugs and some
scale insects. Unfortunately, Safari does not do much against flower thrips or spider mites since they do not feed on the plant sap
that contains the active ingredient after it is applied. For flower thrips that mark up blooms and cause almost mature flower
pods to drop before opening, the best pesticide is a mild organic one named Spinosad, also available from the HVH website or
some local garden centers. Alternatively, the older and less desirable chemical named acephate (Orthene) is also good at controlling thrips. Spider mites cause leaves to turn yellow and fall from hibiscus bushes. A bad infestation can leave a hibiscus almost
completely defoliated. This loss of all leaves is very stressful - sometimes so much so that the plant eventually dies. It is far better to fight off the spider mites before they cause this to happen. Unfortunately, there are no good chemical solutions available to
the home gardner. The best defense is strong water sprays, or spray applications of horticultural oil and/or horticultural soap. We
offer the Bug Blaster from our site, which is a hose-end attachment that allows for spraying up under the leaves of hibiscus
where mites live and feed. We also offer horticultural oil in several formulations and a soap and oil mix called Clean Leaf. Any
of these can be used to prevent an infestation of mites from spreading. Probably the most convenient way to apply the horticultural oil is with the hose end oil sprayer that arrives ready to be attached to a garden hose. You just screw it onto the hose, turn
on the water, and the oil is automatically mixed into the water in the hose in just the right amount and it comes out of the nozzle
as a fine mist that you direct onto the leaves of the plant. This summer we are offering our Hose-End Horticultural Oil at a very
reduced price so that everyone can treat mites easily, cheaply, and effectively if needed.

Can I Maximize Blooming and get Bigger, Brighter Flowers?
Healthy hibiscus make great flowers. If you feed them, water them, and keep the insect pests off of them, they will pay you back
with large and colorful flowers. However, there is also another little secret for getting the brightest colors and the biggest
blooms. Long used by hibiscus show people, the application of potassium, as in our HVH Hibiscus Booster either by spraying it
on the leaves or drenching it into the soil, will give a noticeable boost to your hibiscus flowers. Be careful not to overuse it or
you could cause some leaf drop, but used at recommended rates this special nutrient will max out the size and colors of your hibiscus blooms.

What Else Can I do to Keep My Hibiscus in Tip-Top Health?
At HVH we have done a lot of experimenting with hibiscus. Out of all that experience, we have discovered or developed some
additional products that you might find as helpful as we do.
What we call the HVH Houseplant Formula is actually the best fertilizer we offer. It contains the HVH Special Blend fertilizer,
the HVH Booster, the HVH Growth Enhancer, extra minerals, and protective factors all mixed into one liquid fertilizer. The
feedback we get from those who try this product is very positive. We use it ourselves on all 100 or so of our own houseplants,
and in our greenhouse we use it on any plant that shows signs of stress or illness. It is just as effective on outdoor hibiscus as indoor ones, but was originally designed to help houseplant hibiscus overcome the stress of that somewhat unnatural environment.
It is ideal for plants that are recovering from an insect attack, or suffering from too much cold weather, or have been neglected
and allowed to dry out so much they wilted.
Our Growth Enhancer, also available in the HVH Houseplant Formula, is a product named Supernova that is an extract of a
special algae that is naturally very high in plant growth hormones. This stuff is amazing, and will help any hibiscus achieve its
highest potential. It is not a fertilizer, but it helps plants use fertilizer to grow faster and stronger and to bloom more. When we
first tried it, we didn't know what to expect. But, to our happy surprise, the results were very noticeable and have continued to be
over the years that we have used it. It is as good for stressed plants as it is for healthy ones and we recommend that everyone
have a bottle of this ready for use at the first sign of an unhappy plant.
If you have a plant in bad straits, for instance if cold weather or spider mites caused most leaves to fall off, then another way to
get the plant growing again is to apply HVH Wake-Up Spray to the leaves and stems. This product contains just the right
amount of a plant hormone called gibberellic acid that stimulates the growth points to start growing again and "jump start" the
hibiscus. Although it is not for continuous use the way Growth Enhancer is, Wake Up Spray is a powerful tool to get stressed
plants growing again.
One very simple thing you can do to help your hibiscus grow strong is to use bamboo stakes when the plants are young or when
you first put them in your garden. All HVH hibiscus are shipped with bamboo poles that protect the plant during shipping. We
recommend that you use these bamboo poles to support the newly arrived plants from wind while they adapt to their new growing environment and new pots. The HVH plants are not accustomed to wind and some varieties need staking their first summer
so that they grow straight and upright. Simply use twist ties to connect the main stem of the hibiscus to the pole while leaving a
little space between pole and stem so that the stem can continue to expand naturally as it grows. Remove the bamboo when it is
no longer needed.
We hope this summer checklist will help you be prepared to get the most enjoyment out of your new hibiscus. It is a good basic
primer on how to grow hibiscus, but please look over the HVH web site for more details on the subjects introduced here. Also,
the HVH Forum is up and running and with over 700 members is an ideal place to look for answers or ask questions.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
My closing comments……….all of this information from Hidden Valley is excellent. Pick several things from that
article and improve your own routine. Give your babies plenty of water daily and if at all possible give them some afternoon shade. Even an afternoon cool down spray works great too. If any of this is not clear then contact me for a few
helpful hints……..Good Blooming Everyone…….. Buddy
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Mike Bernard Acadiana Chapter
of the American Hibiscus Society
For more information contact: Buddy Short at 337-232-2446 or Fax: 337-232-9183
Send an email to: buddy@shortfinancialgroup.com

www.acadianahibiscus.com

